
WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4 WEEK 5 WEEK 6 WEEK 7 WEEK 8
TOTAL

HOURS

6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
48

Hours

BOOK/

MATERIAL

ORIENTATION 

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 1

CONTINUE from week 1

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 1

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 2

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 3

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 4

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 5

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 6

Reading Explorer 2      

Unit 7

PAGES 7-20 7-20 21-36 37-52 53-66 67-82 83-98 99-114

OPTIONAL Unit 1 Video (pg. 19-20) Unit 1 Video (pg. 19-20) Unit 2 Video (pg. 35-36) Unit 3 Video (pg. 51-52) Unit 4 Video (pg. 65-66) Unit 5 Video (pg. 81-82) Unit 6 Video (pg. 97-98) Unit 7 Video (pg. 113-114)

BOOK/

MATERIAL

ORIENTATION 

Writing Pack (Opinion Paragraph)
Writing Pack (Opinion Paragraph)

Writing Pack (Opinion Paragraph)+Word 

Formation: Forming Nouns
Writing Pack (Opinion Paragraph) Writing Pack (Opinion Paragraph) Writing Pack (Cause& Effect Paragraph)

Writing Pack  (Cause& Effect Paragraph)  

+Word Formation: Forming Verbs

Writing Pack  (Cause& Effect 

Paragraph)

PAGES 3-11 11-18 18-26 27-35 35-39 3-13 14-19 19-24

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary

addiction, drug, recommend, cut down 

on, efficient, store, obvious, advertise, 

facility, battle, found, preserve, 

species, crop, scale, quality, produce, 

variety, seed, suggest, continent, 

historic, flavor

Focus Vocabulary

addiction, drug, recommend, cut down 

on, efficient, store, obvious, advertise, 

facility, battle, crop, scale, quality, 

produce, variety, seed, suggest, 

continent, historic, flavor

Focus Vocabulary

record, experience, aware, curiously, 

complex, unknown, single, season, 

interact, apparently, international, 

interaction, interview, human, accurate, 

standard, combination, create, aspect, 

impact, cultural, exhange, evolve

builder, driver, teacher, waiter, 

employee, interviewee, payee, trainee, 

actor, educator, instructor, visitor, 

applicant, assistant, consultant, artist, 

cyclist, guitarist, journalist, Chinese, 

Maltese, Portugese, Vietnamese, Italian, 

Hungarian, Russian, Slovakian, Finnish, 

Polish, Spanish, Turkish, argument, 

government, movement, treatment, 

communication, education, production, 

examination, explanation, information, 

invitation, decision, discussion, 

blindness, darkness, hapiness, illness, 

ability, activity, equality, nationality, 

distance, ignorance, importance, 

difference, independence, silence  

Focus Vocabulary

archeologist, tomb, coffin, mummy, 

murder, offer, attach, cause, conduct, 

injury, take control of, infection, 

effective, analyze, frozen, indicate, 

leader, enable, fled, cruelly, beneath, 

likely, chase, attack, cruel, act, 

comment, death, trick

Focus Vocabulary

site, craft, approve, diverse, symbol, 

wedding, ceremony, wrap, identity, 

promote, cuisine, martial, art, rituals, 

root, veil, proceed with, get a 

promotion, make progress, series, 

inspire, basis, ensure, publicity, 

accept, violence, remind, convince, 

respect, temple, monk, master, 

acrobatic, enrich, enlarge, enable

Focus Vocabulary

beach, extinct, creature, museum, 

skeleton, notice, arrange, extraordinary, 

talent, in debt, major, continue, credit, 

contribution, display skull, reptile, 

record, rescue, spot, store, paleontologist, 

expedition, predator, collection, remote, 

soften, access, productive, individual, 

entire, preparation, remove, eventually, 

deny, gain, provide

Focus Vocabulary

construct, remarkable, shallow, occupy, 

brilliant, negative, release, chemical, 

pollution, conservation, aquarium, 

stunned, flood, uncounted, colorful, 

rebuild, effect, meaning, response, 

thought, bite, horror, confusion, flow, 

victim, inaccurate, frightening, tempting, 

force, gather, surfboard, lightning, 

incomplete, incorrect, inexpensive

commercialise, computerise, criticise, 

modernise, specialise, summarise, 

awaken, flatten, lengthen, shorten, 

activate, differentiate, validate, 

exemplify, falsify, notify, signify, solidify, 

reappear, rebuild, rehouse, reorganise, 

repay, reproduce, rethink, reunite, 

disagree, dislike, disconnect, overeat, 

overcharge, overheat, undress, unfold, 

unpack, misbehave, misinform, misjudge, 

outdo, outgrow, outperform

Focus Vocabulary

assume, export, dominate, handle, 

invest, considerable, prevent, delicate, 

auction house, vase life, claim, 

predictable, industry, enjoyable, 

likable, noticable, valuable, brand, 

competitor, marketing, attitude, derive 

from, obtain, authority, budget, profit, 

guard, distinctively, emphasis, 

celebrity, synthetic, hype, odor, stench, 

stink, feature, smell, pattern

READING AND 

WRITING

Writing 

Identifying topic sentence

Writing topic sentence

Reading

skimming for the main idea of 

paragraphs

identifying the purpose of paragraphs

Writing

Understanding supporting sentences

Understanding unity in paragraph

Writing supporting sentences

Reading

understanding pronoun reference

scanning for details

Writing

Identifying and understanding concluding 

sentence

Writing concluding sentence

Free writing

Reading

note-taking while reading: creating a 

timeline of events

distinguishing facts from speculation

Writing

Understanding how to write an 

opinion paragraph

Identify the specifics of an opinion 

paragraph 

Reading

dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary- 

using context  

differentiating between main ideas 

and supporting details

Writing

Creating a paragraph outline 

Identifying signal words and phrases

Writing an opinion paragraph

Reading

interpreting infographics

dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary - 

affixes

Writing

Understanding cause and effect 

relationships

Identifying cause and effect transition 

words

Reading

understanding cause and effect 

relationships

recognizing contrastive relationships

Writing

Identifying effects 

Analyzing the effect paragraph

Creating an outline effect paragraph

Reading

note-taking while reading: 

summarizing using a venn diagram                    

recognizing and understanding 

synonyms

Writing

Analyzing cause paragraph

Identifying the difference between 

facts and opinions

Writing a cause paragraph

CRITICAL 

THINKING SKILLS
Apply Apply Identify, Apply Justify opinions, Evaluate Apply, Relate information Analyze Evaluate, Analyze Apply

QUIZ

MC PORTFOLIO 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
WRITING PORTFOLIO (OPINION 

PARAGRAPH) -FIRST DRAFT
MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION

160

Hours

İSTANBUL MEDENİYET UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

SYLLABUS FOR C GROUPS

2021-2022 ACADEMIC YEAR

PERIOD 1 (October 4 - November 26)
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